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Ferns to Know & Grow
229 pgs, Lots of line drawings, great technical book
by Patty Larson

Ferns of the Tropics
190 pgs, Excellent photos, good overview
by Wee Yeow Chin

Brooklyn Botanic Garden Ferns
112 pgs, Many photos, good overview
by C. Colston Burrell

Ferns
183 pgs, many color photos & drawings
by Dunk, Gillean

Field Guide to Ferns
279 pgs, descriptions and illustrations, (1963)
by Boughton Cobb

Platycerium Hobbyist’s Handbook
171 pgs, Comprehensive book on Staghorn culture, many B&W photos
by Roy Vail

Platycerium – Fern Facts
117 pgs, Many B&W photos, Good overview
by Wendy Franks

Fern Dictionary (2 copies)
Pronunciation of Fern Names, Genera, Species, and Terms
by Wilber Olsen

The Gardeners Fern Book
230 pgs, Many illustrations & cultural tips (1964)
by F. Gordon Foster

Ferns for American Gardens
370 pgs, Fine photos and cultural tips
by John Mickel

Time Life Ferns
159 pgs, Excellent illustrations & characteristics of 177 ferns
by Philip Perl

600 pgs, The bottom line on growing most ferns found in cultivation
by Hoshizaki and Moran
Ferns from Mother Nature 2 copies
40 pgs, Good overview, lots of photos
by James Gick

Fern Finder
59 pgs, pocket size illustrated
by Anne Hallowell

Pacific Coast Fern Finder
59 pgs, pocket size illustrated
by Keator and Heady

Common Sense Pest Control
715 pgs, thorough advice on least-toxic solutions for pests
by Olkawski

Color Handbook of Garden Insects
241 pgs, Excellent for insect identification
by Anna Cart

Miniature Orchids
189 pgs, Many B&W and color photos and cultural tips
by Rebecca Northern

You can Grow Orchids
151 pgs, Overview of culture (1964)
by Mary Noble

The Colorful Bromeliads
112 pgs, Many color photos,
by Victoria Padilla

Crotons of the World
136 pgs, filled with color photos and cultural tips
by B. Frank Brown

Hanging Plants for Home, Terrace & Garden
127 pgs, General overview
by John Philip Baumgardt

Time Life Flowering House Plants

Florida’s Fabulous Flowers
64 pgs, Super color photos of flowers
by W. Williams

Plants and Flowers
515 pgs, Filled with color photos and cultural tips, no nonsense
Simon & Schuster
The Tropical Look
428 Pages. 1998 408 color photos, broad range of tropical and sub-tropical plants reviewed by Robert Lee Riffle (written while living in Houston)

Tree Ferns
359 pages, 2004 131 color photos
A technical review of most all known tree ferns - only brief comments regarding each species. by Large and Braggins.

Gardening with Nature in Texas
239 Pages, Many drawings, diagrams & charts
Included is a great section on integrated pest management.

A collection of American Fern Journals 1977

Los Angeles International Fern Society 1977-79

The Island of the Color Blind
298 pgs, Interesting novel, tropical island story.
by Oliver Sacks
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